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IntroductionIntroduction
Livestock movements connect farms into networks; properties of tLivestock movements connect farms into networks; properties of these networks impact on the potential for transmission of infecthese networks impact on the potential for transmission of infections among the farms. We consider the ions among the farms. We consider the 
network of sheep movements among Scottish farms, and the potentinetwork of sheep movements among Scottish farms, and the potential for transmission of an infection through this network. For a al for transmission of an infection through this network. For a given year, given year, the network can be the network can be 
represented by a contact matrix, A, where represented by a contact matrix, A, where a(a(i,ji,j) (the element in) (the element in iithth row androw and jjthth column) is 1 if there is a movement from farm column) is 1 if there is a movement from farm j j to farm to farm ii and 0 otherwise. For some disease and 0 otherwise. For some disease 
scenarios the contact (and so scenarios the contact (and so a(a(i,ji,j) entries)) entries) may may need to be weighted by the number of batches or the number of anneed to be weighted by the number of batches or the number of animals moved from farm imals moved from farm j j to farm to farm ii. In either case, the . In either case, the 
expected number of secondary infected farms from an individual iexpected number of secondary infected farms from an individual infected farm is proportional to the dominant eigenvalue of the cnfected farm is proportional to the dominant eigenvalue of the contact matrix, ontact matrix, εε ((Barbour 1978; Barbour 1978; Diekmann Diekmann 
et alet al., 1990). We ., 1990). We therefore can use therefore can use εε to evaluate the to evaluate the contribution of the first, second and higher order moments of thcontribution of the first, second and higher order moments of the contact network to e contact network to the basic reproduction number, the basic reproduction number, 
RR00, for an infection. Contact, for an infection. Contact patterns of individual farms are highly heterogeneous; thereforpatterns of individual farms are highly heterogeneous; therefore targeting interventions at farms contributing the most to e targeting interventions at farms contributing the most to RR00 is likely to be is likely to be 
efficient. The contribution to efficient. The contribution to RR00 of a set of farms can be explored as the difference between of a set of farms can be explored as the difference between εε for the complete network and for the complete network and εε for the resultant network when these farms for the resultant network when these farms 
and the contacts they make with the other farms are removed. Notand the contacts they make with the other farms are removed. Noting the ing the ‘‘2020--8080’’ rule (at most 20% of farms contribute at least 80% of transmissrule (at most 20% of farms contribute at least 80% of transmission potential ion potential –– Woolhouse Woolhouse 
et alet al. 1997, 2005. 1997, 2005) we focus here on the sets of size 0.2) we focus here on the sets of size 0.2NN from a network of from a network of NN farms. Ideally we would compare all possible subsets of size 0.farms. Ideally we would compare all possible subsets of size 0.22NN = = MM from the total from the total NN to find to find 
the set targeting which achieves the greatest reduction in the set targeting which achieves the greatest reduction in RR00. However, this would require . However, this would require NN!/!/MM!(!(NN--MM)! calculations of )! calculations of εε, and is not feasible for large networks (the Scottish , and is not feasible for large networks (the Scottish 
sheep movement network contains 15sheep movement network contains 15--16,000 farms each year). We evaluated several alternative method16,000 farms each year). We evaluated several alternative methods for identifying the s for identifying the MM farms contributing the most to farms contributing the most to RR00; the two ; the two 
methods performing the best are presented below. We then comparemethods performing the best are presented below. We then compared the reductions in d the reductions in RR00 when the when the MM set of farms was identified using their contact information forset of farms was identified using their contact information for the the 
year of interest (current year) versus from the preceding year year of interest (current year) versus from the preceding year -- the information most likely to be available in practice. the information most likely to be available in practice. 
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Identifying farms contributing the most to potential for Identifying farms contributing the most to potential for 
transmission of infections in Scottish sheep networktransmission of infections in Scottish sheep network

Results and ConclusionsResults and Conclusions
The figure below summarizes the results.The figure below summarizes the results. When contact information from the year of interest is used, MethWhen contact information from the year of interest is used, Method 2 outperforms Method 1 in identifying a 20% subset of farms od 2 outperforms Method 1 in identifying a 20% subset of farms 
contributing the most to contributing the most to RR00 in the Scottish sheep network for all scenarios considered (lefin the Scottish sheep network for all scenarios considered (left panel). However, in practice, the information available is likt panel). However, in practice, the information available is likely to be that from ely to be that from 
the preceding year. In case of the Scottish sheep network, such the preceding year. In case of the Scottish sheep network, such information is much less valuable and its utility greatly variesinformation is much less valuable and its utility greatly varies from year to year, especially for disease from year to year, especially for disease 
scenarios where the numbers of batches or animals sent between tscenarios where the numbers of batches or animals sent between the farms are important (right panel). Variation in contact pattehe farms are important (right panel). Variation in contact patterns of individual farms, among other rns of individual farms, among other 
factors, affects the contribution of the networkfactors, affects the contribution of the network’’s properties to and the final magnitude s properties to and the final magnitude ofof RR00 in the networkin the network. As to the processes underlying this variation or change, As to the processes underlying this variation or change, 
investigating characteristics of farms consistently or intermittinvestigating characteristics of farms consistently or intermittently appearing in the subset contributing the most to ently appearing in the subset contributing the most to RR00 may provide further insights.may provide further insights.

Comparing methods for identifying a 20% subset of farms contribuComparing methods for identifying a 20% subset of farms contributing the most to ting the most to RR00 in Scottish sheep farm network in one yearin Scottish sheep farm network in one year

MethodsMethods
We considered 4 oneWe considered 4 one--year periods: year periods: 01/07/200301/07/2003--30/06/2004, 01/07/200430/06/2004, 01/07/2004--30/06/2005, 01/07/200530/06/2005, 01/07/2005--30/06/2006 and 01/07/200630/06/2006 and 01/07/2006--330/06/2007. For each period, a contact 0/06/2007. For each period, a contact 
matrix was constructed using each of the 3 weightings of contactmatrix was constructed using each of the 3 weightings of contact between the farms: between the farms: unweightedunweighted, by the number of batches moved and by the number of sheep move, by the number of batches moved and by the number of sheep moved.d.
Method 1. Method 1. Starting from the complete yearStarting from the complete year’’s contact matrix of size s contact matrix of size NN, obtain , obtain εε and identify the farm with the largest crossand identify the farm with the largest cross--product of the number of inproduct of the number of in--contacts and the contacts and the 
number of outnumber of out--contacts contacts (both either (both either unweightedunweighted or weighted)or weighted). Remove the farm with the largest cross. Remove the farm with the largest cross--product and its contacts. For the resultant network of size (product and its contacts. For the resultant network of size (NN--1) 1) 
calculate calculate εε and the crossand the cross--products for the farms; identify and remove the farm with the laproducts for the farms; identify and remove the farm with the largest crossrgest cross--product. Repeat until product. Repeat until MM farms have been identified. farms have been identified. Calculate Calculate 
dominant eigenvalue for the resultant matrix, dominant eigenvalue for the resultant matrix, εε ´.
Method 2. Method 2. Starting from the complete yearStarting from the complete year’’s contact matrix, obtain s contact matrix, obtain εε and the corresponding eigenvector. Identify the farm with the laand the corresponding eigenvector. Identify the farm with the largest component in the eigenvector rgest component in the eigenvector 
and remove this farm with its contacts. For the resultant networand remove this farm with its contacts. For the resultant network of size (k of size (NN--1) obtain 1) obtain εε and theand the corresponding eigenvector, identify the farm with the largest cocorresponding eigenvector, identify the farm with the largest component in mponent in 
the eigenvector and remove this farm with its contacts. Repeat uthe eigenvector and remove this farm with its contacts. Repeat until ntil M M farms have been identified. Calculate farms have been identified. Calculate εε ´.
Applying contact information from the preceding year. Applying contact information from the preceding year. Obtain Obtain εε for the complete farm contact matrix for the year of interest. for the complete farm contact matrix for the year of interest. Identify the subset of Identify the subset of M M farms (by either farms (by either 
Method 1 or 2) in the preceding yearMethod 1 or 2) in the preceding year’’s s network. Remove these farms and their contacts from the network network. Remove these farms and their contacts from the network of year of interest,of year of interest, and calculate and calculate εε´́..
Reduction in the magnitude of Reduction in the magnitude of RR0. 0. The reduction in the magnitude ofThe reduction in the magnitude of RR00 in each case was evaluated as (1in each case was evaluated as (1-- εε ´/εε).).
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